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Introduction
“Vegetables are the food of the earth; fruit seems more the food
of the heavens.”
Sepal Felicivant

“Go forward [and] graffe, set, plant and nourish up trees in every
corner of your ground, the labour is small, the cost is nothing.
The commodity is great, your selves shall have plenty . . .”
John Gerard, Great Herball (1597)

A day out in August, in my childhood haunt
of East Anglia, reminded me of why I am so
passionate about growing fruit. We had travelled only a few miles when we came across
one of those old-fashioned fruit farms that
are now rarely seen in England. From all the
delicious fruits on display, we managed to
choose Stella cherries and Opal plums.
Some time later, we parked the car to stop for
lunch, only to be greeted by a feast of large
blackberries in front of us. Lunch was eaten
half an hour later, with purple hands staining
our sandwiches. Plums, cherries and blackberries, warmed by the hot sun, combined to
make a wonderful dessert.
After lunch we found a stall selling greengages. I find greengages irresistible: that
taste of toffee apples combined with a
slightly sharp juiciness sends me into raptures of delight, all the more so when they
are so perfectly ripe that the juice drips down
your chin. While out walking later on, we
came across wild cherry plums at the side of
the road. Having used up all our containers

Stella cherries.

by now, we tied the sleeves of jumpers to collect these delectable fruits, thoughts of plum
crumbles never far from our minds.
Yet the pièce de résistance was still to come.
At the end of a deserted lane we came across
a stall laden with all kinds of wonderful fruit
and vegetables from a garden tantalisingly
hidden behind a large brick wall. Limited by
what we could carry or eat, we chose some
fascinating squashes, Devonshire Quarrenden
apples and flat Chinese peaches. Needless to
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THE STORY OF BRAMLEY’S SEEDLING
The story of our quintessential English
cooking apple started around 1809 when
a young woman called Mary Ann Brailsford
planted some apple pips. One of the
resulting trees turned out to bear fine
green cooking apples that cooked to a
sharp puree.
Around 1857, or so the story goes, a local
nurseryman by the name of Henry Merryweather came across the local vicar
carrying a basket of these apples. Recognising a good apple, he asked the vicar
where they came from. The vicar took him
to Mary’s tree and the rest is history.

Bramley’s Seedling apples.

Merryweather took graftwood from the tree
and started selling the young trees, naming
them after Matthew Bramley, who was by
now living in the house where Mary had
lived. Towards the end of the nineteenth
century, the Bramley apple achieved fame
and recognition at the Royal Horticultural
Society shows. By the 1920s, large acreages of Bramley trees were being planted
as commercial orchards.
Amazingly, the Bramley has now eclipsed
all other British cooking apples. It keeps
well, has a good flavour and cooks to a
pulp, which English cooks favour.

Chapter 1 | The site of your orchard
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Turbulent winds
Strong winds in
orchard

Solid wall or fence
ORCHARD
A damaging whirlwind effect created by a solid barrier.

Windbreaks
A windbreak, or shelterbelt, is a planting of
trees designed to filter the wind, and to lift it
up and over an area of orchard that needs protection. A well-planted windbreak can give
protection for a distance of up to 20 times the
height of the tallest trees in the windbreak.
Silver birch, alder, poplar and some types of
willow are all suitable trees for planting in a
shelterbelt. They are fast-growing species
that will give an ever-increasing level of protection. Traditionally tough species of fruit

trees such as damsons and cherry plums
were sometimes added to shelterbelts. These
trees will give you the added bonus of a crop
of fruit.
As time goes by, the trees in a shelterbelt will
tend to become bare around the base of the
trunk, allowing wind to blow underneath the
effective area of the windbreak. Planting a
row of dense shrubs to the windward side of
the trees will prevent this problem. Holly, sea
buckthorn and blackthorn are all suitable
shrubs to give an extra layer of protection.

The strong winds are lifted
over the orchard

WINDBREAK
A windbreak protecting an orchard.

ORCHARD
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Plan 2: the large garden
A large garden allows the enthusiastic fruit
grower the scope to grow different types of
fruit as well as several different forms of
tree. Within this one garden, there are half
standards, bushes, stepovers, archways,
cordons, espaliers and fans, as well as a
mature mulberry.
The back of the house faces south, allowing
the house and garage walls to be adorned
with pear cordons and a peach fan, taking
advantage of the aspect and heat radiating
from the walls. Cordons have been chosen to
train against the house, because they are
easier to fit amongst doors and windows than
are espaliers. Elsewhere there is a small
orchard of bush trees, trained apples surrounding the vegetable garden and plum fans
on the west-facing wall. Three plum trees,
which will be trained as half standards, are
planted in the lawn. A nectarine is to be found
in the shelter of the unheated greenhouse.

Choice of varieties
Peach The peach fan trained on the garage
wall is Avalon Pride, on St Julien A rootstock. This new variety is resistant to peach
leaf curl. It is self-fertile, so does not need a
pollinator.

pear trees in the orchard. The closer the trees
are to each other, the higher the chances of
successful pollination. Here two dessert pears
of low vigour have been chosen – this lack of
vigour helps to keep them confined as trained
trees. They are both spur bearers, that is, they
produce their fruit on knobbly growth that
forms along the branches. Tip bearers, which
produce fruit mostly at the end of branches,
are not suited to being trained as restricted
forms.
Pears Fondante d’Automne is a musky flavoured pear in pollination group D. Olivier
de Serres is a well-flavoured pear that is in
season from February to March; its flowering
period is also Group D. Both these pears
ripen best with the shelter of a warm wall.
Quince C or Pyrodwarf are the most suitable
pear rootstocks for training against a wall.
Plums Against the east-facing wall are two
fan-trained plum trees: Cambridge Gage is
one of the more reliable varieties of greengage, while Kirke’s Blue is a shy cropping
(i.e. doesn’t produce much fruit) dessert plum

Nectarine Likewise, Lord Napier, the nectarine grown along the greenhouse wall, is
also self-fertile. This is a heavy-cropping
variety that originated in Hertfordshire about
1860. It suffers from peach leaf curl, but the
protection of the greenhouse will keep it
healthy. The rootstock is St Julien A.

The trained pears and plums
The two pear cordons on the back of the
house need to pollinate each other, although
it is likely that they would be pollinated by the

Cambridge Gage plum.

Plan 2: The large garden.
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Formative pruning
Formative pruning is the process of shaping
a young tree for the rest of its life. It is vitally
important to build up a strong, evenly spaced
framework of branches that will serve the
tree well in the long term.
Although the actual pruning techniques will
vary according to the form of tree grown, the
principles of formative pruning are shown in
the diagram below. Specific information on
pruning individual fruits is given in Part 3.
Nearly all tree forms (with the exception of
stepovers) require a certain length of clear
trunk before the first branches arise. Forming

On most tree forms, the leader is
removed at a convenient height

this clear trunk involves removing the laterals that form below this point. It is good
practice to do this over a two-year period, as
illustrated – leaving stubs to grow on for a
year helps the trunk to strengthen.
Above the clear trunk, there should a selection of well-spaced laterals growing at a
wide angle to the trunk. Shoots growing at a
narrow angle will always be weak, often
splitting from the trunk later in the tree’s life,
and should be removed. The pruning that
follows on from this will depend upon the
form of tree desired.
A young tree will often try to form more than
one leader. If a leader is being retained, it is

Nicking just below the pruning cut (but
not on stone fruits) helps to produce
wide-angled branches

Laterals forming a narrow angle to
the trunk should be removed

Laterals should form a wide
angle to the trunk

Clearing the trunk by removing the
lowest laterals over 2 years,
cutting to a stub in the first year

The principles of formative pruning.

The laterals that are
retained are cut back to
an outward-facing bud

Length of clear trunk, keeping the
lowest branches clear of the ground
when carrying heavy crops

Chapter 8 | Pruning fruit trees
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vital that there is only one, otherwise you
will be left with a weak point that is likely to
split later in the tree’s life. It is best to
remove whichever is the weaker, or less
upright, of the two leaders. During the early
years of a tree’s life, the emphasis should be
on growing rather than fruiting. Although it
is fine to allow a few fruits to develop, heavy
crops at a young age can cause the tree to
become stunted. (See page 132 for how to
thin heavy crops.)

Fruit tree forms
There are many different forms of tree that can
be used. The most popular ones are described
below, together with their suitability for different fruits. Further information about pruning
methods for each form is provided in the
chapters on individual fruits in Part 3.
The trained forms – espalier, fan, cordon and
stepover – are normally grown on the less
vigorous rootstocks, because their size is
restricted to fit the wall or supporting wires.
Most pruning is carried out in the summer,
because this encourages weaker growth.

Bush

Half standard
This is a similar tree to a bush, but with a
longer trunk. The first branches usually
emerge about 1.5m (5') from the ground. Half
standards can be grown only on the more
vigorous rootstocks. They were traditionally
grown in orchards grazed by sheep, but are
also suitable for specimen trees in gardens.
The height of the first branches allows easy
mowing underneath.

Wall-trained trees need a strong system of
support wires. These can either be suspended between wooden posts or fixed
against a wall or fence. It is preferable to
keep the wires a little way out from walls and
fences, in order to increase the air circulation
around the tree.

Bush
This is the most common form of tree and one
that arises almost by default if little pruning is
undertaken. It is suitable for most types of
fruit and is easy to maintain. Framework
branches emerge from a short trunk (60-90cm /
2-3') to produce an open-centred tree.

Half standard

Chapter 11

Pears
“There are only ten minutes in the life of a pear when it is perfect to eat.”
Ralph Waldo Emerson

Pears are a wonderful fruit when they are at
their best: ‘juicy’, ‘melting’ and ‘buttery’ are
all words that have been used to capture the
unique flavour of this fruit. There are also
subtle undertones to the flavour, from the
rosewater taste of Joséphine de Malines to
the musky flavour of Jargonelle.
However, throughout the British Isles there
are back gardens with stunted Conference
trees, producing a few scabby pears each
year. You can do much better than this –
growing pears well requires a little skill and
knowledge, but it is not difficult. If you follow
a few simple rules and treat your pears
kindly, you will be rewarded with large crops
of delicious fruit. In addition, you will enjoy
picturesque blossom in the springtime and
even good autumn colour on some varieties.

The European cultivation of pears seems to
have been furthered by the Romans, who
probably brought pears to Britain. Pliny’s
Natural History records 36 varieties of pear
known at this time; it is likely that they were
all used for cooking. Black Worcester is a
cooking pear, still grown today, that is
thought to originate from Roman times.
After the Romans left Britain, pear cultivation was continued in monasteries through

The history of pear
growing in Britain
It is thought likely that pears originated from
the Caucasus – a mountainous region that
includes parts of Iran, Turkey and Georgia.

Pear blossom is a beautiful addition to the
garden in spring.
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JARGONELLE

A very early
pear that is
tender and
juicy.

Moderately
C
vigorous tree
with a spreading
habit. Tip-bearer.
Triploid. Suitable
for northern Britain
and areas with late
frosts.

Early–mid- August
August

BETH

A reliable
early pear
with good
flavour.

Compact, upright
spur bearer, heavy
cropper.

Late
Late
August–
August–
early
September
September
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Varieties are listed in order of season of use.
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The varieties listed here are chosen for
their all-round growth and fruiting potential,
disease resistance and taste. There is little
information available about disease resistance
for some of the less well-known varieties.
Some popular varieties have been left out

kin

Recommended varieties

ng

Taste and texture come into play when
choosing dessert varieties. There are two
main types of dessert fruit: the soft, buttery
textured pears, often of continental origin;
and the harder types, typified by Conference.
This is purely a matter of taste, for cultivars
of both types will grow well in the British
climate.

because of their susceptibility to disease.
Conference is a prime example, because it is
susceptible to canker, mildew and scab –
there are other varieties that will perform
better. Concorde is a similar type of pear that
is less prone to disease. Doyenné du Comice
(often referred to as just Comice) is another
example: it is an excellent pear, but susceptible to scab, mildew and fireblight. As with all
fruit, there is no perfect variety – you will
need to judge what compromise is best to
make depending on your requirements and
conditions. All the varieties given here are
spur-bearers unless listed as tip-bearers (see
page 219).

Pic

Dessert pears

Flo
we
ri

224

Resistant to
scab

(Cont’d)
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GORHAM

A sweet,
juicy pear
with a musky
flavour.

Moderate vigour,
upright. Cropping
moderate to
good. Suitable for
northern Britain.

E

Early–mid- Mid–late
Resistant
September September to scab,
mildew and
fireblight.

MERTON PRIDE

An excellent,
juicy dessert
pear with
creamy,
melting flesh.

Vigorous,
spreading tree,
a good cropper
that spurs freely.
Triploid. Intolerant
of chalk soils.

D

Early–mid- Mid–late
September September

WILLIAMS’ BON
CHRÉTIEN

An excellentquality pear
with melting,
juicy flesh.

Moderately
D
vigorous, spreading
tree, intolerant of
chalk soils. Suitable
for northern Britain
and areas with late
frosts.

Early
Mid–late
Susceptible
September September to scab,
mildew and
fireblight.
The sport
known as
Glow Red
Williams
has some
resistance
to scab.

ONWARD

Excellentquality fruit
with a sweet
yet acid
flavour.

Tree of moderate
E
vigour, upright
becoming
spreading. Spurs
freely. Good, reliable
cropping. Intolerant
of chalk. Suitable
for northern Britain
and areas with late
frosts.

Mid–late
Late
Some
September September resistance
-midto scab.
October

LOUISE BONNE OF
JERSEY

A lovely
red-skinned
pear with
an unusual
sweet/acid
flavour.

Moderately vigorous C
tree, upright then
spreading. Regular
and good cropper,
intolerant of chalk
soils. Partial tipbearer. Suitable for
northern Britain.

Mid–late
October–
September November

Very
resistant to
scab.

(Cont’d)

The Fruit Tree Handbook is a clear, practical guide that will help both amateur and expert
to grow delicious fruit, from apples to mulberries and plums to peaches. Simple instructions
guide you through soil preparation, choosing the best varieties and planting your trees
successfully, and the mysteries of pollination and pruning are unravelled. The book features
detailed diagrams and beautiful photographs throughout.
It contains everything you need to know, including the choice of site, rootstock and variety,
planning your orchard and looking after your trees, and includes chapters on restoring an
old orchard and setting up a community orchard.
Apples, pears, plums, cherries, apricots, peaches and nectarines, as well as the less common
fruits such as mulberries, quince and figs, are covered in detail, and the book even looks at
medlars, hawthorns, elder and rowan. It conveys a deep respect for the natural world, and
includes expert advice on tackling pests and diseases in harmony with nature. A fruit tree
calendar takes you through the fruit-growing year.
Whether you are planting a few trees in your garden or 50 trees in a field, this book gives
you all the information you need to design and manage your orchard – and be rewarded
with basketfuls of luscious fruit at harvest time.
Ben Pike is an orchard consultant and writer, and is head gardener on
the Sharpham Estate in Devon, where he looks after the walled fruit and
vegetable garden as well as two orchards containing 150 fruit trees. In
his spare time he helps to run Orchard Link, an organisation that
supports orchard owners and the preservation of old orchards. There is
nothing he loves more at weekends than to run old apple presses.

Images of Stella cherries, Cambridge Gage plum, and Jargonelle, Beth, Merton Pride and Williams' Bon Chrétien
pears: © National Fruit Collection at Brogdale.
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